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JUST FLOWERS ~
HYDRANGEAS
FINISHED SIZE: 10½” x 10½”
PLEASE READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS
THOROUGHLY BEFORE BEGINNING…
Also check Lisa’s Blog at lisabongean.com before starting,
in case there have been any corrections or
changes to this pattern.
INSTRUCTIONS
Trace reversed appliqués shapes onto fusible web. Trace
shapes close together if they share the same wool. Cut
out as a group, not individually. Cut out fusible web just
outside of the drawn lines. Remove paper if needed and
iron to correct wools. Cut out on drawn lines.

Remove paper from appliqués and lay them out on
background fabric, refering to the diagram and photo on
front cover for placement. Iron with lots of steam always
keeping the iron moving - lots of tiny presses.
Blanket stitch appliqués using the threads listed on back
cover. cross stitch over the stems using #8-0575 and
basket handle and trim with #8-512. Fly stitch details in
the leaves using #8-0575. Stem stitch berry branches
using #5 or #8-JP9 and add Colonial knots using #5-4.
Straight stitch each flower indent to the center and add a
Colonial knot with #12-031.
Using a light box and a liquid white chalk marker, trace
the year if you can see through your background with the
light table, trace right on the fabric. Stem stitch the year
using #5-4.
If you cannot see through your background use Glad
Press’n Seal and a fine black sharpie marker. Trace year
and stitch through the Press’n Seal. Remove carefully
using a tweezers and pulling out sideways.
Trim block to 10½” x 10½”.
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For stems, cut a 1” x 4” piece of fusible web and iron the
the remaining Thyme wool. Cut 3 strips at 3/16”.
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SHADED AREA USED FOR 3/16” STEMS
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JUST FLOWERS ~ HYDRANGEAS
FINISHED SIZE: 10½” x 10½
WOOLS NEEDED:
3¾” x 6½” Mill Dyed Blue/Brown Plaid - basket
3” x 7” Steel - basket handle
4” x 11” Aqua - flowers
4” x 7” Thyme - leaves & stems

THREADS:
#12-0196
#8-0512
#12-031
#12-0575

FABRIC NEEDED:
12” x 12” Black Stars - background
NOTIONS NEEDED: (not included in kit)
Fusible web (Heat N Bond Featherlite)
#22 & #24 Chenille needles
Valdani perle cotton threads in the following colors:
#12-0196, 031 & 0575 • #8-0512 & 0575 • #8 or #5-JP9 • #5-4
Press’N Seal
Light table - optional
White Liquid Chalk marking pen - marking stems
Fine black sharpie - tracing on Press’n Seal
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We make every attempt to produce correct patterns, however errors can occur.
Please notify us of any problems or errors that you may encounter.
LOOK FOR OTHER KITS, PATTERNS, BOOKS
AND ALL THE SUPPLIES YOU NEED AT:

Primitive Gatherings

8567 South Loop Road, Larsen, WI 54947
Retail: 920-722-7233
Wholesale: 920-778-8034
www.primitivegatherings.us
store@primitivegatherings.us
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Thank you for supporting our shop so we can bring you more great patterns and books.
©2022 No part of this pattern may be photocopied or reproduced without the consent of Primitive Gatherings.
Protected by Federal Copyright Laws.

